The application of the Darboux Transformation method to the integrable model of Cilindrically Symmetrical Chiral field has Lieen considered. The associated linear system of matrix equations has been proposed and the properties of symmetrie for its solutions has been obtained. The necessary form of Darboux Transformation has been found and formal one-and N-soliton solutions have been constructed. With the use of Polhmayer's Transformation the equation sin-Gordon type have been given and the hypothesis about its integrability has been proposed.
It is well known, that all methods of solution of nonlinear integrable equations of modern theoretical and mathematical physics can be divided into two large groups: the direct, when the Lax representation of initial equation is not required, and indirect one, when we have the evident representation of our nonlinear equation as the overdetermined system two (matrix) linear equations on any auxiliary function.
To the first group one can assign the ansatz-method, the Hirota's met,hod and etc.
The second group includes such methods as the Backlund transformation, the different versions of the dressing procedures, the inverse scattering transform. Among this group the method of Darboux transformation (DT) has a significant place. The numerous of examples of its advantegeoures use are given in [I] . However the further progress of the theory of nonlinear inl.egrable equations requires that the new and more complex versions of D T are involved.
The aim of this paper is t o demonstrate one of this versions by the example of the equation cylindrically symmetrical chiral field (U-model), considered originally in [2] . In this case the method D T using appears to be rather nontrivial, it calls for a preliminary detailed study of the algebraic properties of the Lax representation. = (t -r ) / 2 , q = (t -t r)/2 are the cone variables, g-is the element of some group This equation can be rowritten in two equivalent forms:
It should be noted, that appearance of equation (1) is coincident with one of the following equations: one of the versions of the Ernst's equations in the gravitation theory
the model of stationary twwdimensional ferromagnet of Heisenberg possessing variable nominal magnetization [5, 61; the appearance is encountered in the series of another problems. The significance of the equation (1) is that it is the preimidge more realistic four-dimensional gauge theories.
In [2] this equation was studied to perfect the procedure dressing solutions. Also in paper [7] it has been examined employing the method of the harmonica1 maps.
It should be notice, that the model (1) becomes (2+l)-dimensional when it is s u p posed that T = m, where z, y are the Cartesian coordinates on the plane.
Here we will restrict ourselves t o the case of g E GL(2,C), with g can be parameterized in the form: g = Ci=lg;ui, g = (gl,gz,gz) is the unit vector with the real components, U; are the standard Pauli matrices. Then g possesses the properties:
where I is unit 2 x 2 matrice, and symbol gt means the hermitian conjugate.
At first we will dwell on the linear version of equation (1) . In this case it reduces to where = a i (~, t ) , x = x ( T ,~) are real functions, which are to determine. Substituting (6) into (l), aft,er simple calculations we obtain the system of nonlinear differential equations:
Some special cases of this system are of interest. Let x = 0, then, evidently, ,q = us.
When , y = n/2 we obtain the scalar equation for the function Q,, which is coincident with (3). On putting CD = 0, the same equation is obtained for function x Now setting Q, = kt, wherc k is the free parameter, from the first equation (7) it follows that To apply DT method to (1) we write the associated linear system of equation as 'Pc=LJQ'h_ , Q,=V!PA+, (9) where q(E,q,X) E Mat(2,C), U = gtg-', V = g,g-' are left currents (elements algebras Lie g ), whereas diagonal matrices A-, A+, are determined by the expressions:
The function y(E, 7, A) = y(r, t , A) which was introduced in (3) contains so-called "hidden" complex parameter:
where X E C is the parameter that does not depend on the coordinate and time.
of following two relations:
The condition of compatibility of the system (2): C' tv = ' l j v < is equivalent to both
which asserts identically and (1). So, equation (1) is quite integrable.
2.
fact, we introduce also the rnalrices uo and M:
We will study some properties of system ( 2 ) , including the symmetries.
Matrices A+, A-satisfy the series of useful identities. In order to demonstrate this By the direct calculation one can check that the following identities are true:
2 3 1
It is naturally that the set of relations (14)- (20) can be described as the kinematical connections. Using them is not difficult to obtain some more useful two connection, written in terms of matrice M :
Moreover, for matrice M we have:
that is it must obey nonlinear wave equation and
Mqq] = ' ' ' = 0.
('13)
Now we will study the symmetry properties of the solution of the equation (1). From the determination matrice g it follows that the current must meet the condition: 
Since g = g-' and taking into account (9), we obtain:
Relations (26)-(27), which are the consequence of the properties of function y(E, q ) , are the whole set of the involutions of the problem (9), so that all solutions determined below must be satisfy it.
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3, Let's consider the construction of the exact solutions of the model (1). In view of, both equation of the Lax pair should be covariant relatively DT and taking into account the second equality (16-(17), we rewriting the associated linear system (9) in the more symmetrical form:
2 q -2 Check the covariance of (28) relatively the matrix DT:
where L1 = !DIM;'!P;', and ql is some fixed solution of equation (9) . So, we require that (9) holds its form:
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where 0 = &A-', t = Jsg-' are the "dressed" currents.
Substituting the ansatz (29) to the first equation of the system (30) we find:
where U is the initial solution of equation (1). Note also that the check of the equivalence of this relations gives identity (19).
One can write formnlas (31) in more conventional form: 
Analogously, from the second equation (28) we will have:
where V is the initial solution equation (1) and the check of the equivalence of (34) and (35) gives identities (30). Besides,
But the solutions (33)) (36), which are the dressing relations are not yet desired solutions (1). Indeed, from (33) and (36) we have:
(37)
This inequalit,ies contradict the condition (2) . In order to remedy the situation it should be noted that in equation (1) the currents U , I' are not single-valued but are determined with an accuracy of substitution: Now we will construct the N-soliton solution of the problem. For this it should be notice that
where Li = 'PiMiq;', Mi = M ( X , ) , X1, .... AN is the set of the fixed complex parameters. Then the coefficients Ti, i = 1, N can be determined from the conditions:
which gives for the system of linear equations for these coefficients:
...
On the other hand, accordingly (3Y),
where (2i = [ln(y(Ai)/r2y(x))] F' Thus, for the Nth dressed current we will have:
From this equation we obtain the N-soliton solution:
The approach which is equivalent to one developed above, can be realized by the transition in (9) t o the Hermitian objects. Putting @ = V we can rewritten (9) as
The compatibility condition of this system again gives equation (I) and, consequently, we also can obtain corresponding dressing relations which are equivalent to ones already found. In this case for DT it should be taken (6 3 @[-I]):
4. Taking into account (2) , the equation (1) 
Then for two arbitrary smooth functionals F and G we will have:
In terms of the currents Hamiltonian takes the form:
s On substituting the expressions (39), (40) for the DT-"dressing" currents in ( 5 5 ) , we obtain the formulas, which can be interpretated as follows: the energy system is equal to energy of the background plus the energy of the excitations above this background. It can checked by direct calculation that the equation (1) is equivalent to two ones:
Besides that, in terms of the variables U , V we have one more useful entry (1) having evident kind of the conservation law:
Of some interest. is the question about the correspondence of model (1) with the equation of the type sin-Gordon. To obtain appropriate equation let us invoke the transformation of Polhmayer [9] . Set
where e( = c i ( E , q ) , i = 1 , 6 are real functions to be determined, and introduce also t,he
Note, that , general terms, without loss the community, it may be considered that
Using (59)-(60), we find: 'utv + sin u = -k --tanh -(13 -tanh' -).
In terms of variables r , t it became: Thus we derive the deformat,ion of the standard equation sin -Gordon. On would suggest that both the equation (1) and the equation (63) (or (64)) are integrable.
6. In conclusion it may be said that approach proposed in this paper can be easy transferred on the case of the vacuum equations of Ernst in the theory of gravitation [IO] . In this case the role of matrices g will play the symmetrical and real matrices of nondiagonal part of the metrics, the involutions and kinematical connections (14)-(20) will be changed also.
